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Greetings,  

On behalf of our community, let me first say thank you to Seattle Colleges for giving us the support to execute 
our project.  We created an oath to dedicate time and effort towards supporting faculty in adapting to online 
instruction.   We built a canvas shell of information and resources, technologies, tools, project ideas and to 
share best practices…especially for online formats.  And, we hosted weekly Zoom meetings to foster 
relationships and discuss learning strategies and technologies with one another.  

Please, let me first discuss the final version of our Canvas course shell.  During the 2020 Spring quarter, 
concurrent with weekly support meetings, multiple faculty members could import or add information and 
create pages and modules.  It was very organic, and like nature — somewhat disorganized at times — but we 
rolled with it, testing out lots of great technologies and sharing ideas in discussion boards. Further, we housed 
meeting minutes for documentation of the progress.   That information has been stored, and primary course 
shell was recently exported into a new course shell to remove personal information, organize content and 
create a sharable resource available to faculty, staff and students at our colleges.  

I am happy to say that I have finished the new “Online Instruction: Faculty Resource Shell.”  It includes seven 
modules.  Anyone visiting the shell will first be greeted by a Welcome page and a link to watch a short video 
introduction to acclimate users and other instructors to the content therein.  Upon completion, visitors will click 
on and image of our South Seattle Otter to access the modules.  

First, FAQs and How to Adopt this course? Includes how-to import-export course content into other courses, 
and a page about the course—including the identification of funding from Seattle Colleges. Module 1 Getting 
Prepared is an introductory module that instructors can import to their own courses for students.  It introduces 
them to FAQs of online learning, Canvas, capturing a screenshot, preparing for online learning, accessing 
software, zoom, and a discussion to Introduce themselves.  Module 2 Online Course Design includes online 
course design strategies- with pages of videos, links information regarding learning objectives builders, 
backwards course design, Transparency, Active Learning and Universal Course Design.   Module 3: South Seattle 
College Technology and Resources houses resources for South Seattle technologies—including instructions on 
how to Manage classroom rosters, evaluations, instructor profile on the People pages, and links to Seattle 
library resources.  Module 4 Communication and Teaching Technologies is devoted to online instruction and 
communication technologies with support, information, tutorials, and links to explore MS teams, Zoom, Flipgrid, 
Padlet, Feedback Box, Calendly meeting scheduler, word cloud generators, and Soft Chalk for creating accessible 
content. Module 5 OERs is devoted to Online Educational Resources and houses a wealth of information on 
resources, how to use them, and proper CC attributions and copyright information.  Most of this was found 
through our SBCTC.  

Module 6 Personalizing your Course is perhaps one of the most important as it covers making online course 
personable and engaging.  Online learning is relatively new to many of us, and we often forget, or don’t know, 
great ways to add a human element to our courses; yet the importance is paramount.  Building and fostering 
relationships with our students is so important because it builds retention and improves their overall experience 
in learning.   

The final Module, 7 Further Resources is devoted to Further Resources for Faculty and includes short courses in 
equitable online teaching, Quality Matters, Ed-x, Racial Equity in Online Environments as well links to other, 
more deep-dive sites of resources for Online Instruction.   The last page houses information on the Seattle 
Colleges Network, how they help, with links to the Faculty development page.  



The outcomes of this project have been an incredible opportunity for us all to gather, to be together in a time of 
unsure circumstances in both our educational roles and home lives.  That togetherness and the desire to help 
each other through the personal, political, and sometimes emotion struggles of Covid-19 is what sparked 
initiative within us as individuals.  The personal experience was rewarding for myself, my colleagues, and the 
many that attended the meetings and reached out to say thank you after those meetings ended. It was 
beneficial to all of us in our pursuits of providing education through sharing of ideas.   Many of us are far more 
confident our abilities to provide professional quality online instruction than before.  

For myself, the opportunity fueled further pursuits towards certifications in Quality Matters course review, 
betterment in course design, an associate position at the South Seattle College teaching and learning center, 
and countless experiments and occasional mastery of the many available technologies devoted to online 
instruction.   

For the community, Resources from this course shell were generously shared by members of our community to 
inform and generate the new South Seattle Faculty Professional Development course shell.  In the future, with 
the publication of this shell, we hope that many others will find access and great use of the resources myself, 
Deborah Kapoor, and Jennifer Mills were able to collate in just ten short weeks.  Below you will find an image to 
click linking you directly to a video tour of the course shell, and its contents.   

Once again, thank you so much for all your support.   

All the best,  

 

Thomas Everett Green 

 

 

CLICK HERE TO ACCESS THE VIDEO TOUR 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOvdD9863UI&t=36s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOvdD9863UI&t=36s

